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Bronze Age maritime communities : yesterday today

■ Project summary
The Boat 1550 BC project is an
historical and cultural project arising
from a major archaeological
discovery made in the port of Dover
in 1992 during urban
redevelopment: one of the oldest
known sea-going boats dated from
1550BC. The growing number of
archaeological studies and
European experts in naval
architecture over the past fifteen
years allows scientists to place the
boat in its Bronze Age context
(2,200-800 BC) and to bring new
knowledge about the way of life in
the 2 Seas area 3500 years ago and
even to highlight the existence of a
“cross-channel community” at this
time. This unique discovery
becomes the starting point of the

BOAT 1550 BC project which aims to engage the general public, using these scientific results
and a range of events, with the history of societies on both sides of the Channel, 3500 years
ago. The project is divided into a series of events: a highly interactive 18-month exhibition in
England, France and Flanders; an educational programme around the exhibition including
documentation, games, competitions, archaeological teaching kits; and a reconstruction of the
boat using different scales and sizes.

■ Activities

What was the project trying to achieve?
The principal objective is to share knowledge, the fruits of major recent archaeological
discoveries, to provide a better understanding of the ancient common cultural origins of the
Transmanche zone and to invite both children and the general public to reflect upon the
relations between man and the environment from a long term perspective. For this, the project
includes three specific objectives: - The first of these is to engage the widest possible public
with the historical and cultural aspects of Bronze Age society in the Transmanche area. - The
second emphasizes the sharing of this knowledge with children, particularly those at school and
the teaching profession - The third, thanks to the reconstruction of a traditional boat (1:2) using
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the teaching profession - The third, thanks to the reconstruction of a traditional boat (1:2) using
Bronze Age techniques, is to re-enact maritime connections as they were practiced 3, 500 years
ago The project contributes to cross-border development by: - Sharing knowledge of a
communal history, which contributes to the emergence of a common identity. - A deeper
mutual understanding through the sharing of archaeological remains, skills and actions along
with the organisation of direct exchanges between the public and children in the project zone. -
Increased tourism in the region during the duration of the project (exhibition, boat
construction). - Through the interplay of cultural and sporting aspects, the project will promote
a new perception of the region in the context of its long history. In the maritime domain, the
project will offer the public the opportunity: - To discover the first concrete milestone in
European maritime history, situated here in the Transmanche region. - To understand the
traditional techniques of boatbuilding specific to the area. - To enrich the image of the maritime
world by developing a poorly understood naval heritage.

What were the activities implemented?
The archaeological experiments were filmed and results put on display. The exhibition alerted
the spectator's senses to better engage with and relive this distant time at the exhibition. A
catalogue was printed in 3 languages. In addition to the education and outreach programme,
monthly thematic lectures (3 X 5) given by partners accompanied the exhibition. Activity 2 is
devoted to education. It proposed various actions to schools who are closely involved
throughout the project and who could benefit from its impact in the teaching field. Work with
educational institutions (in Fr, UK, Be) in continuation, in particular through the production of the
‘kit’. The boat is the heart of the kit but also a vehicle to provide tools of understanding and
awareness in the areas of concern, the communal culture and history of the Transmanche,
languages, environment, life and earth sciences. So that educational tools are actually useful to
teachers. Specific teaching tools were made for the exhibition in the form of games (an
interactive route with handout), and a questionnaire for teachers. A contest on two levels was
held in conjunction with the exhibition, either with drawings or a written narrative on life in the
Bronze Age, with a prize at the end of the exhibition. The exhibition was benefit from a specific
presentation for educational purposes at each of the exhibition venues for general public and
children. Activity 3 touches more specifically on knowledge of the maritime world, navigation
and trade. This is to allow the public to engage with the state of understanding of shipwrights
3500 years ago. It is also to recognize the challenge of regular crossings of the Channel and
North Sea in a Bronze Age boat, at the same time reflecting on the connections of that area
and the specifics of shipbuilding in Dover and the Transmanche. Dover boat symbolizes this.

■ Results

What were the key results of the project?
Exhibition: more than 35,000 visitors. Catalogue accessible to 3600 readers in France, Dutch,
English. Conferences: around 50 people for each, 250 people per country and a total of 750
people. This activity was allow better communications between these three neighbouring
regions. It offers the opportunity to the general public to rid themselves of misconceptions and
to understand it in a positive light as it supports economic development at the same time as
preserving the buried remains of humanity with unparalleled professionalism and energy. 52
trilingual kits. It helps teachers who have no specific training in archaeology and who must
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perforce use general textbooks, often inadequate and sometimes inaccurate. Leaflets for the
exhibition (6,000 copies for France, 2,500 for Flanders and 2,500 for England) A competition
amongst the children of the three countries particularly involved in the exhibition. Project was
allowing the construction of a boat which will revive an ancient maritime tradition. The boat
gave to organisations who were use it for educational purposes such as raising awareness
about the sea, sailing, ancient societies and natural environments. The media coverage
contributed to tourist activity especially for the host regions. The sharing of knowledge
concerning the boat and the techniques brought a new perspective on the maritime world and
its history in the channel and the North sea. Dissemination was ensure a growing public
presence at the events: the number of visitors at the exhibition in France are estimated to be
high in comparison with the current numbers at the museum (around + 30%); similarly the
publicity about activity 3 should lead to many people visiting all of these events. The website
and the contributions of the partners also ensure a very wide distribution of the project and its
results.

Did all partners and territories benefit from the results?
The target groups were general public and children, pupils and their teachers were invited to
become aware of the ancient Transmanche community through various presentations and
events. The boatyard was open to the public. The exhibition was designed to be interactive with
the public and was accompanied by monthly lectures in the 3 countries. The creation of ‘kits’ is
a tool dedicated to the children and their teachers with usefulness extending beyond 2014. It is
an opportunity to engage children with the ancient environment and its conservation by means
of the exhibition and experimental archaeology. The primary beneficiaries will be people in
coastal areas where the main events took place. The exhibition is specifically designed to be
accessible to the cross-border community as a whole. The talks reached a very wide audience.
Children as their sessions were offered during the exhibition in the 3 countries by mediators,
partners and collaborators in the project. Primary school teachers or secondary level teachers
of history, languages and life and earth sciences. The whole community of this area of cross-
border cooperation, which were tighten the links between those involved in education, cultural,
economic and political life. The general public, the cross-channel community, is directly linked
to the reconstruction of the boat. People involved with the sea which concerns boat builders
and sailors who use them or those who are responsible for the environment who protect these
special places. The spectrum of people who will benefit from the communication activity is very
wide : the general public, the school community; the world of the sea in general which is
interested in the sea-faring activities of their ancient ancestors and in initiatives for the
preservation of this environment; the community of archaeologists, the politicians of the 3
countries that the project unites.

What were the effects / outcomes for the territories involved?
More cultural tourism with a impact on economy of the cross-border areas. Scientific effects
with professors invited for the international conference.

■ Distinctiveness

What was the real added-value of doing this cross-border project?
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Cross-border cooperation is a natural way forward, guided by the history of a region that was
united at the time of the boat. The activities and their implementation meet this same logic.
The partners brought their individual experience to this common objective which could not be
realised otherwise. This pooling of expertise, bringing together a number of bodies
(universities, museums, communities, schools, outreach services) is a good demonstration of
the idea of a common identity in the Transmanche region. It allows partners to better
understand the issues of sharing knowledge of a original common identity holistically, beyond
their respective areas of activity. In this context, the activities have been considered a model of
reciprocity and exchange between partners. All therefore participate in all activities in a
complementary manner, building on the strengths and experience gained by one or other of
the project partners.

Have any synergies been developed with other projects or networks?
Yes with the Prôtis project which discovered at the "salon Innovative INSHS" in Paris. It is
moreover with them as partner, the center Camille Julian of Aix-Marseille that we deposited a
new European project in the call: H2020-reflecive 7-2014

What are the key messages , key lessons learned you would like to share?
Always believe in it, be strong in the cohesion of the group, the team spirit. Never lose sight of
the results to be reached and especially the impact on the public, this makes the partnership
stronger.
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■ Project Information

Title Bronze Age maritime communities : yesterday today
Total project budget € 1 891 709
ERDF € 904 119

Priority & objective

Priority 3 c. Support the development of cooperation in education,
training and the assistance to cross-border projects, in order to
guarantee the possibility of life-long learning, to set up sustainable
cultural partnerships, as well as the foreign language learning

Timeframe 2011-07-01 - 2014-06-30
Lead partner Université Lille 3 - Charles de Gaulle/MESHS
Project Coordinator Charlotte Planckeel(charlotte.planckeel@meshs.fr)
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